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Abstract
This paper shows a modification of the traditional 'perturb and observe' algorithm used to the maximum power point tracking in photovoltaic systems. The proposal is justified by the need of algorithms to track the global maximum power point in solar panels connected in series under partially shaded conditions. The proposal tracks the global maximum power point avoiding the previous iterative search in local maximums. The algorithm performance is evaluated by simulations in the software PSIM and its behavior is compared with the traditional perturb and observe algorithm. The results show the outstanding performance of the modified algorithm in the tracking of the global maximum power point under different non uniform conditions of temperature and irradiance in the solar array.
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Resumen
En este artículo se propone una modificación al algoritmo de perturbar y observar tradicional utilizado para el seguimiento del punto de máxima potencia en sistemas fotovoltaicos. El trabajo se encuentra justificado en la necesidad de disponer de algoritmos con los cuales encontrar el máximo global de potencia en paneles solares fotovoltaicos en conexiones serie cuando están expuestos a condiciones de sombras parciales. El algoritmo propuesto realiza el seguimiento del máximo global de potencia y evita la búsqueda iterativa previa en máximos locales. El desempeño del algoritmo se evalúa por medio de simulaciones en el software PSIM y su funcionamiento se compara con el algoritmo de perturbar y observar tradicional, donde se evidencia la eficacia del algoritmo modificado en el seguimiento del máximo global bajo diferentes condiciones no uniformes de irradiancia y temperatura en el conjunto de paneles.
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Introduction
Photovoltaic generators exhibit nonlinear characteristics between its power and output voltage, which in turn depend on the irradiance and temperature conditions to which they are exposed. Thus, it is of interest to ensure the generator’s operation to the point at which it delivers maximum power in order to maximize the energy generated. For this, there are a variety of techniques used to track the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), which can be classified according to their complexity, the proper track of the global maximum power, the cost of implementation, the number of sensors, among others [1]-[7]. Among these techniques, Perturbation and Observation (P&O) stands out for its low complexity implementation and good results in terms of efficiency under uniform irradiance conditions in the array of solar panels [8].

During the last few years, various changes to the P&O have been proposed seeking to improve their behavior under different operating conditions of the photovoltaic system. On one hand, in order to improve the dynamic response to sudden changes in irradiance and temperature, and reduce oscillations around the Maximum Power Point (MPP) at steady state, in [9]-[11] is proposed the Variable Step size modified P&O Algorithm, which can simultaneously improve the speed and efficiency of the MPPT. Other amendments are related to the inclusion of protective functions to the system load, where an additional control upon arrival at the maximum voltage and current supported by the load is included [12]. However, these changes in the P&O algorithm consider uniform irradiance and temperature conditions in the PV generator.

Figure 1a shows an example of the power-voltage curve of an array of photovoltaic modules in series connection under specific uniform conditions of temperature and irradiance, where the generator exhibits a single maximum power point. Nevertheless, when the irradiance and temperature conditions are not uniform in the arrangement of panels mainly due to possible partial shading conditions, the power-voltage curve may present several local points and a global maximum point. An example of the power–voltage curve of an arrangement of 3 solar
panels in series connection under different levels of irradiance and temperature is shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 1. Power-voltage curves of an arrangement of 3 panels (reference KD240GH - 2PB KYOCERA) in series connection at: a) Uniform conditions of irradiance 800 W/m² and temperature 29 °C.

b) Irradiance of 800 W/m², 400 W/m², 900 W/m² and temperatures of 27 °C, 25 °C, and 29 °C, respectively

When the photovoltaic array is under partial shading conditions, the traditional P&O algorithm can converge to a local maximum in steady state and oscillate around this point, thus reducing energy efficiency [13]. To counter this limitation, in [13] and [14] three methods, based on the P&O technique, are proposed. These methods are used to find the global MPP under conditions of partial shading on panel arrays in series connection. The techniques require previous searches in local maxima through the traditional P&O technique before finding the global MPP, which can require multiple iterations resulting in large convergence times.

Accordingly, an algorithm of low computational cost based on the traditional P&O technique is proposed in this paper. This technique is used to track the global MPPT in arrays of solar panels connected in series under partial shading conditions. The proposed algorithm performs primarily a comparison process to find the area of the curve where the global MPPT is located. Subsequently, the traditional P&O technique is applied, taking a starting point in the predetermined region. In this way, the number of iterations needed to track the global maximum is reduced.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the model of the equivalent photovoltaic system is introduced. In Section III, three MPPT algorithms
are presented, including the proposed algorithm. Consequently, simulations results in the software PSIM for both the P&O traditional algorithm and the proposed algorithm are presented, in order to compare their performance under different conditions of irradiance and temperature. Finally the most important conclusions are highlighted.

1. Photovoltaic System
In Figure 2, the equivalent model of a grid-tied photovoltaic system is presented. In this schematic, it is considered a centralized architecture in which the solar panels are connected in series forming the photovoltaic generator. The resulting generator is connected to a DC-DC converter used to both adequate the DC signals and track the MPP. Then, this converter is connected to a capacitor, the power inverter, and a grid-tied filter.

![Figure 2. Equivalent model of the photovoltaic system](source: authors’ own elaboration)

1.1. Photovoltaic Generator
Photovoltaic generators exhibit nonlinear relationships between the generated power and the output voltage, as previously presented in Figure 1. When the set of panels are exposed to uniform conditions of irradiance and temperature, the characteristic curves present a single MPP. This maximum varies depending on the radiation levels and temperatures to which the array is exposed.

In arrays of photovoltaic panels in series connection (considering panels with the same electrical characteristics and freewheeling diodes in parallel to each one), the power-voltage curves may have multiple local maxima and a single global maximum under non uniform irradiance and temperature conditions. The number of maxima (local and global) in the power-voltage curve corresponds to the number of subsets of solar panels with different conditions of irradiance and/or temperature. An example of 3 solar panels connected in series exposed to irradiance of 800 W/m², 400 W/m² and 900 W/m² and temperatures of...
27 °C, 25 °C, and 29 °C, respectively, are shown in Figure 1b. As seen, the characteristic curve displays three maximum power points.

Figure 3 features another example of the power-voltage curve for 5 panels in series connection. In this case, two panels are exposed to irradiance of 1000 W/m² and 35 °C and 3 panels to irradiance of 800 W/m² and 29 °C, so the power-voltage curve shows two maximum power points.

**Figure 3.** Power-voltage curve of an array of 5 panels reference KD240GH-2PB KYOCERA in series connection, 2 panels at irradiance of 1000 W/m² and temperature of 35 °C, and 3 panels at irradiance of 800 W/m² and temperature of 29 °C, respectively

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power [W]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own elaboration

1.2. **DC/DC Converter**

The solar array is connected to a DC/DC converter (see Figure 4) used to perform the following functions:

- Ensure the operation of the PV generator at the maximum power point. This function is generally required in grid-tied photovoltaic systems.

- Adequate the DC voltage and current signals at the generator output to a certain level according to the application.

- In this paper a SEPIC (Single-Ended Primary-Inductor Converter) was selected, characterized by [15], [16]:
  - Low ripple on the input current through the inductor L1 [17], [18].
  - Non-inverted output voltage [17], [18].
  - Buck-boost converter, which can operate under high or low levels of irradiance and temperature for different types of loads [19].

The SEPIC converter and its controller are observed in Figure 4. Firstly, the SEPIC controller performs the measurement of the instantaneous values of
the voltage and current signals generated by the photovoltaic array. From these values, the MPPT algorithm adjusts the duty cycle of the SEPIC converter. Finally, a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) module is used to generate the firing pulses of the electronic switch $Q_1$ by using the duty cycle.

![Figure 4. Schematic of the SEPIC converter and the MPPT controller](image)

**Figure 4. Schematic of the SEPIC converter and the MPPT controller**

1.3. Equivalent Circuit
The DC side capacitor ($C_{DC}$), the power inverter, the grid-tied filter, and the distribution network are represented by an independent voltage source ($V_0$), as seen in Figure 4. This equivalent circuit is obtained considering that the large capacitance value of the DC side capacitor ($C_{DC}$) allows decoupling the DC stage and the AC stage.

2. Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithms
The MPPT algorithm is implemented in the SEPIC converter. This algorithm generates the firing pulses of the electronic device $Q_1$ (see Figure 4) in order to ensure the tracking of the MPP under changes in the irradiance, temperature, partial shade, and operating conditions of the system.

2.1. Perturbation and Observation Algorithm
The P&O is one of the most widely used techniques because of its simple structure and easy implementation. In this algorithm the duty cycle ($D$) of a power
converter is periodically disturbed (increase or decrease). After each perturbation of the duty cycle, the actual value of the power $P(k)$ is compared with the power at the previous instant $P(k-1)$. If the perturbation results in an increase of the power, the next perturbation is made in the same direction, and if it leads to a decrease in power, the perturbation is performed in the opposite direction [20].

Figure 5 shows the flowchart corresponding to the operation of the P&O algorithm, where the variables $V(k)$, $I(k)$, and $P(k)$ represent the voltage, current, and power at instant $k$, respectively, at the output of the photovoltaic array. The algorithm makes comparisons regarding the changes in power ($dP$) and voltage ($dV$) in order to determine whether to increase or decrease the reference voltage ($Vr$) and modify the duty cycle ($D$). Thus, the procedure is repeated until the system oscillates towards the MPP.

**Figure 5. Flowchart of the P&O technique**
2.2. Perturb, Observe, and Check Algorithm (POC)

Some authors have modified the traditional P&O technique in order to improve its performance under partial shading in photovoltaic arrays [13], [14]. In [14] the POC algorithm is proposed, which executes the traditional P&O algorithm in different regions of the curve where it is likely the occurrence of a maximum (both local and global maxima). Here, the algorithm determines the maximum points of the curve using the traditional P&O technique and subsequently, by a process of comparison, the algorithm converges to the global maximum point.

This strategy begins by taking as starting point a near-zero voltage reference \( V_r \) and then it applies the traditional P&O technique. When the algorithm oscillates near the first maximum (local or global), the actual values of voltage and power are saved. Subsequently, the reference voltage \( V_r \) is changed by adding a distance \( d_{\text{min}} \) (\( V_r = V_r + d_{\text{min}} \)) and the P&O technique is applied again. The new maximum power point is compared to the above maximum. If the current maximum point is greater than the former, the technique starts the power search by using the current reference voltage, but if the power is lesser, the power search is performed based on the first maximum. Thus, the process is repeated for all points of the voltage-power curve, varying the initial reference voltage with integer multiples of the distance \( d_{\text{min}} \).

The minimum distance \( (d_{\text{min}}) \) between each maximum point is given by equation (1), which depends on the number of panels (\( n \)) and the nearest maximum voltage to the open circuit voltage (\( V_{\text{mppoc}} \)).

\[
d_{\text{min}} = \frac{V_{\text{mppoc}}}{n}
\]  

(1)

2.3. Observe, Compare, and Perturb Method

The Observe, Compare, and Perturb (OC&P) method that is proposed in this paper, is a low computational cost algorithm based on the P&O traditional technique. It is used to track the global maximum power point in arrays of photovoltaic panels in series connection under partial shading. This iterative method avoids the prior search of local maxima conducted by the POC technique, through a comparison process executed before the application of the traditional P&O technique.

Firstly, the proposed algorithm performs a process of comparing the power generated by the photovoltaic generator at different reference voltages (\( V_r \)) in order to find the region of the curve where the global maximum power is located. Afterwards, the traditional P&O technique is applied, taking a starting
point in the predetermined region. Here, the number of iterations required to track the global maximum is reduced in comparison to the POC technique, since the P&O technique is applied only in the region of the curve where the global maximum is found.

The selection of the reference voltages is performed by the Constant Voltage Technique. This technique is based on the assumption that the voltage of the photovoltaic panels at the maximum power point varies only slightly with the irradiance. In this way, it is supposed that the voltages of the PV array at the local maxima remain approximately constant in order to perform the previous comparison process. Figure 6 shows a flowchart of the OC&P algorithm. This algorithm operates as follows:

1. The open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of the solar panel is determined by using the manufacturer’s datasheet. This datasheet gives the technical specifications of the panel at standard conditions of irradiance (1000 W/m²) and temperature (25 °C). The value of the open circuit voltage of the photovoltaic array ($V_{ocp}$) is estimated according to $V_{oc} = nV_{ocp}$, where $n$ is the number of solar panels in series connection. A better option is to perform the measurement of the open circuit voltage ($V_{ocp}$) of the array to initialize the algorithm.

2. The value of the maximum power point nearest to the open circuit voltage of the photovoltaic array ($V_{mmpoc}$) is estimated. This value varies between 0.7 and 0.8 of the open-circuit voltage [21]. It can be also selected using the information on the manufacturer’s datasheet.

3. The reference voltages are determined by equation (2). In this case, the variable $n$ corresponds to the number of panels in series connection if there is a freewheeling diode per panel. If there is more than one freewheeling diode per panel, the variable $n$ is the number of panels multiplied by the number of freewheeling diodes in each panel according to their configuration.

$$V_{r(i)} = \frac{iV_{mmpoc}}{n} \text{ for } i = 1, 2, ..., n$$ (2)

4. The powers delivered by the photovoltaic array for the reference voltages are determined by using the Constant Voltage Technique. For this, the duty cycle ($D_i$) for each reference voltage ($V_{r(i)}$) is applied to the SEPIC converter, following equation (3), where $V_o$ is the output voltage of the converter. The value of the power is determined when the stable state is reached for each reference voltage. Based on the above, if the photovoltaic array has $n$ panels
in series connection, it is necessary to evaluate at least \( n \) points of the power-voltage curve.

\[
D_i = \frac{V_o}{V_{r(i)} + V_o}, \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\] (3)

5. The determined powers for each reference voltage are compared and the higher power point is selected.

6. The reference voltage that corresponds to the higher power point is used as the initial point of the traditional P&O algorithm. In this way, the algorithm is applied and the system will converge towards the maximum global power. The algorithm is reset when a drastic change in the power occurs (\(|dP| > dP_m|\)).

**Figure 6. Flowchart of the OC&P technique**

Source: Authors’ own creation.
An example of the OC&P algorithm is presented in Figure 7. In this case, a photovoltaic array with three solar panels in series connection under partial shade is considered. As mentioned, the algorithm firstly compares three different power points and then it starts the P&O algorithm by using the reference voltage that corresponds to the higher power point.

Figure 7. Example of the OC&P algorithm for an array of three solar panels under partial shading conditions

3. Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, simulations at the software PSIM were executed for different conditions of non-uniform irradiance and temperature in arrays of photovoltaic panels in series connection. Additionally, the operation of the proposed algorithm was compared with the operation of the traditional P&O technique.

The simulations were carried out for the electric circuit presented in Figure 5, which is composed of: a set of photovoltaic panels in series connection, a SEPIC converter, the control system (MPPT algorithm), and an independent voltage source ($V_o$) of 460 [V]. The value of $V_o$ was set considering the possible connection of the system to the distribution network (110 Vrms) via a power inverter (see Figure 2). The simulation parameters are presented in Table 1. The inductors were sized in order to ensure the operation of the converter in continuous conduction mode, even for low values of irradiance. Additionally, in all simulation tests are considered zero initial conditions.
3.1. Photovoltaic Array
These were considered photovoltaic panels reference KD240GH-2PB of KYOCERA. The electrical specifications of each panel are shown in Table 2 under standard conditions of irradiance (1000 W/m²) and temperature (25 °C). The data shown in this table are provided in the manufacturer’s datasheet.

Table 2. Electrical characteristics of KYOCERA panel KD240GH-2PB at 1000 W/m² and 25 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power point</td>
<td>240 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage at the MPP</td>
<td>29.8 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current at the MPP</td>
<td>8.06 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage</td>
<td>36.9 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short circuit current</td>
<td>8.59 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own elaboration

3.2. Simulation Cases
The performance of the algorithms is evaluated in the following cases:

Case 1: It was considered a photovoltaic array with 5 solar panels of KYOCERA. The irradiance and temperature conditions for each panel are presented in Table 3, for two intervals 0≤t≤1 [s] and 1≤t≤2 [s]. Additionally, Figures 8a and 8b present the power-voltage curves of the resulting photovoltaic generator at the intervals 0≤t≤1 [s] and 1≤t≤2 [s], respectively. As noted, the range of 0≤t≤1 [s] represents a high level of irradiance and temperature. In this range,
the curve has four local maximum power points and a global maximum, which is close to the open circuit voltage. Moreover, the range of $1 < t \leq 2 [s]$ represents conditions of low irradiance in two panels that corresponds to a partial shade in them. In this case, also four local maxima and one global maximum are presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervals</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Irradiance (W/m²)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Irradiance (W/m²)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 \leq t \leq 1 [s]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 &lt; t \leq 2 [s]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own elaboration

**Figure 8. Case 1: Power-voltage curves for the generator in the intervals:**

**a) $0 \leq t \leq 1 [s]$.**

**b) $1 < t \leq 2 [s]$.**

Case 2: In this case, it was also considered the series connection of 5 KYOCERA panels. The irradiance and temperature conditions in each of the photovoltaic panels are presented in Table 3, for two intervals $0 \leq t \leq 1 [s]$ and $1 < t \leq 2 [s]$. 

---

**Table 3. Irradiance and temperature conditions in the photovoltaic panels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervals</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Irradiance (W/m²)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Irradiance (W/m²)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 \leq t \leq 1 [s]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 &lt; t \leq 2 [s]$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own elaboration

---

**Figure 8. Case 2: Power-voltage curves for the generator in the intervals:**

**Figure 8. Case 2: Power-voltage curves for the generator in the intervals:**

**a) $0 \leq t \leq 1 [s]$.**

**b) $1 < t \leq 2 [s]$.**

Source: authors’ own elaboration

---

Case 2: In this case, it was also considered the series connection of 5 KYOCERA panels. The irradiance and temperature conditions in each of the photovoltaic panels are presented in Table 3, for two intervals $0 \leq t \leq 1 [s]$ and $1 < t \leq 2 [s]$. 

---
Additionally, Figures 9a and 9b show the power-voltage curves for the resulting photovoltaic generator at intervals $0 \leq t \leq 1$ [s] and $1 < t \leq 2$ [s], respectively. As seen, the range of $0 \leq t \leq 1$ [s] represents low irradiance and temperature conditions in the photovoltaic panels, while the range of $1 < t \leq 2$ [s] represents conditions of low irradiance in three panels and high irradiance in two panels. In both intervals four local maximum and one global maximum are presented.

![Figure 9. Case 2: Power-voltage curves for the generator in the intervals: a) $0 \leq t \leq 1$ [s]. b) $1 < t \leq 2$ [s]](source: authors' own elaboration)

### 3.3. Simulation Results

The simulation results are presented below for the two cases.

**Case 1:** Figures 10a and 10b present the power generated by the photovoltaic array by using the techniques OC&P and P&O, respectively. According to Figure 10a, the algorithm OC&P initially determines the power values for the different reference voltages (in this case 5 comparison points) and then it initializes the P&O technique taking as the starting point the reference voltage with the greater generated power. In this way, the OC&P technique oscillates around the global maxima, $1109.15$ W and $654.09$ W (see Figure 8), for both intervals. The time required to achieve the global maximum power point corresponds to approximately $0.3$ s.

As seen in Figure 10b), the traditional P&O algorithm oscillates around the local maximum powers, $479.979$ [W] and $447.2$ [W] (see Figure 8), for both intervals. These powers correspond to the local maxima nearest to the initial point of reference used by the algorithm (initial reference voltage of $50$ [V]) for the two intervals. The algorithm takes about $0.15$ seconds to reach the local maximum power.
Case 2: Figures 11a and 11b show the power generated by the photovoltaic array by using OC&P and P&O, respectively. In this case, the technique OC&P oscillates around the two global maxima in steady state, 339.44 [W] and 468,199 [W] (see Figure 9) for both intervals. On the other hand, the P&O technique oscillates around a local maximum in the range 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 [s] and around the global maximum in the range 1 < t ≤ 2 [s], because the initial reference voltage in the second range is near to the global maximum.

As shown in the simulation results, the point of convergence of the algorithm P&O depends on the initial reference voltage, so the tracking of the global maximum point is not guaranteed. This algorithm oscillates around the first maximum that is found, whether local or global. Otherwise, the OC&P algorithm converges to the global maximum without requiring the application of P&O technique for each region of the curve where a maximum either local or global occurs.
Conclusions
This article presented a new algorithm based on the classical P&O method and the Constant Voltage technique. The proposed algorithm is used for tracking the global maximum power point of photovoltaic panels arranged in series, subject to partial shading conditions. The proposed technique executes a previous comparison process of the power generated by the photovoltaic array under different reference voltages according to the technique of Constant Voltage, in order to determine the region of the curve where the global maximum power is located. Thus, this technique avoids the convergence towards local maxima and reduces previous iterations performed by the POC technique around local maxima. This also reduces the time required to find the global maximum point.

The proposed algorithm maintains the simplicity of the traditional P&O algorithm, making its implementation simple. Similarly, the time required to reach the global maximum power point depends on the number of panels in series connection or the number of freewheeling diodes. This time does not depend on irradiance, temperature, or partial shading conditions in the array.
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